This book describes a new approach to secondary content area reading. The approach, called functional language analysis, goes beyond the strategies often recommended—vocabulary, text structures, key words, and personal responses—to offer teachers explicit ways to focus on language itself to help students comprehend and critique the advanced texts of secondary schooling. Based in functional linguistics, the book provides a meaning-based metalanguage for talking about text that enables students to learn content at the same time they are developing advanced literacy skills.

The book is intended primarily for teachers and teacher educators of core secondary subjects (science, social studies, mathematics, and language arts). Reading teachers and literacy coaches in middle and high schools will also find it valuable. The book leads the reader through analysis of texts in different subjects to illuminate the challenges students face in reading those texts and to offer ways of engaging students in exploring meaning in text. It provides detailed suggestions for incorporating language analysis and exploration of meaning into classroom instructional practices to develop students’ reading proficiency in content areas. The book is also a resource for language and literacy scholars who conduct research on reading, language, and literacy in academic content areas, as it offers ways of evaluating texts and analyzing the meanings they present. The book can be used in content area reading courses, in graduate seminars on literacy education and applied linguistics, and in professional development workshops and institutes.
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